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ABSTRACT: This paper intends to briefly present some basic concepts on the microwave radiometry and radiometer calibration 
research in remote sensing applications and demonstrate results and analysis of the cryogenic calibration of a microwave 
ground-based radiometer currently deployed in scientific campaigns in Brazil. The equipment described in this text operates at 
22 – 30 GHz and at 51 – 59 GHz frequency ranges and uses as the calibration standard a target cooled by liquid nitrogen. 
Since an accurate calibration (with observation errors below 0.5 K) is important to provide confidence in the retrieval of vertical 
temperature and humidity profiles, this work aims also to comment on some effects of the errors in calibration procedure on 
the atmospheric parameters of interest.
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INTRODUCTION

A microwave radiometer is a passive device conceived for the detection of electromagnetic energy emitted by a source, a scene, 
or an object, since this energy has an inherent noise behavior. The spatial and spectral features of the observed sources determine 
the necessary specifications and performance of the sensor’s subsystems.

Those subsystems include basically the antenna, a receiver and a power (or temperature) output monitor. In this context, the 
radiometer may be regarded as a highly sensitive calibrated microwave receiver operating under several environmental conditions 
in a wide temperature range.

Remote sensing of the microwave radiation of the atmosphere using ground-based radiometers has been proved highly 
efficient in a range of applications such as meteorology, weather forecast, nowcasting, telecommunications, astronomy, satellite 
and radar validation data, and so on (Miacci et al. 2015; Westwater et al. 2004; Godoy and Yung 1995; Janssen 1993; Ulaby et al. 
1986; Hayes 1989). Those results also have contributed to the development and enhancements of radiative transfer models for 
clear and cloudy sky conditions.

These continuous advances in radiometry have been supported mainly by the use of sophisticated calibration techniques of 
the equipment, and also by employing primary temperature standards cooled by liquid nitrogen, that allows reasonable accuracy 
in sky measurements and, consequently, high relevance for meteorology (which is the main focus of this work).

Thus, radiometer measurement accuracy can be achieved by the correct and precise calibration of the receiver. The most 
common receiver calibration method is the two points or the hot-cold calibration, where the receiver input is terminated with 
two targets that are assumed to be ideal black bodies at their physical temperatures. For these primary standards, a microwave 
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absorber at room temperature and an absorber cooled with liquid nitrogen at ~77 K are generally employed (Miacci et al. 2015; 
Westwater et al. 2005).

This paper intends to briefly describe some theoretical basis, procedures and results on the cryogenic radiometer calibration 
technique performed at 22 – 30 GHz (K band) and 51 – 59 GHz (V band) frequency ranges (on the radiometer profiler 
model MP3000A developed by Radiometrics Corporation), and some considerations and technical details about analyzing 
calibration data for scientific campaigns carried out in Brazil (Miacci et al. 2015). A good review for other radiometer 
types, calibration methods, and applications can be found in Westwater et al. (2004).

BASIC PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES

From the ideal blackbody concept and the Kirchhoff ’s law, it is known that the energy emitted by a blackbody depends only 
on its physical temperature, in other words, the higher the temperature of the body (or medium) the greater the emission (Godoy 
and Yung 1995).

This statement was demonstrated through the spectral distribution calculation of the blackbody emission from the Planck’s 
radiation law (Janssen 1993), which presents the radiance emitted by a blackbody at temperature T and frequency v as (Eq. 1):

where: Bv(T) = radiance or blackbody spectral brightness (W m–2 sr–1 Hz–1); h = Planck’s constant (6.63 × 10–34 J s); v = source 
frequency (Hz); c = light speed (~3 × 108 m/s); k = Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 × 10–23 J/K); T = source temperature (K).

Within the window of the electromagnetic spectrum where hv << kT at temperature T, which is the case of the microwave 
region, the Eq. 1 reduces to the following equation given by the Rayleigh-Jeans law (Ulaby et al. 1986) (Eq. 2):
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where: λ = wavelength (m).
Considering an antenna placed inside an anechoic chamber, which can be assumed approximately by a blackbody at temperature 

T, it can be concluded that the power received by the antenna terminals is frequency independent and related to the Johnson’s 
noise power (Eq. 3):

where: P = power emitted by the source (W); dv = frequency interval (Hz).
Finally, one can conclude that the noise power received by a radiometer could be described as an equivalent unit of blackbody 

temperature, thus enabling microwave radiometry as the key for measurement of microwave emissions (Hayes 1989).

THE RADIATIVE TRANSFER EQUATION
Through the basic considerations described herein, one could assume the emission of a real body as the ideal blackbody 

emitting at the same temperature.
If part of the incident energy from a given direction absorbed by the real body is expressed by a(v), then the total emitted 

energy is a(v). For an ideal lossless or reflector body, a(v) is zero, and the incident energy is able to pass through the body without 
absorption or can be scattered to another direction of the space.
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For a zenith-looking ground-based microwave radiometer observing a non-scattering scene, the equation that relates the 
brightness temperature, Tb, to the atmospheric state is the Radiative Transfer Equation (Eq. 4) (Westwater et al. 2005):

(4)

(5)

where: s = distance (km); T(s) = temperature (K) at the height s; Tc = cosmic brightness temperature (~2.75 K); τv = opacity in 
nepers (total optical depth or total attenuation through the path s), given by (Eq. 5):

where: αv(s) = absorption coefficient (nepers/km) at s.
The use of the Eq. 4 is valid assuming the local thermodynamic equilibrium state (Godoy and Yung 1995).

ABSORPTION AND EMISSION AT THE MICROWAVE RANGE
The first studies on calculations of the water vapor and oxygen absorption continuum can be found in van Vleck (1947a; 1947b), 

along with the physical basis and experimental results leading to the improvements of the line-width calculations, including the 
work described in van Vleck and Weisskopf (1945) and Rosenkranz (1993).

The main sources of atmospheric microwave absorption and emission are the water vapor, oxygen and liquid water. In the 
20 – 200 GHz frequency range, the absorption of microwaves by the water vapor arises at 22.235 GHz and at 183.3 GHz. The water 
vapor absorption continuum originates from high-frequency resonances that increase up to the infrared region.

Figure 1 shows a general water vapor absorption curve versus the operation frequency in the microwave spectrum.

Figure 1. Water vapor absorption coefficient in the microwave range.

In the 2 – 200 GHz frequency range, the oxygen absorption rises at 60 GHz and at 118.75 GHz. For the pressure broadening 
effect (caused by molecular collisions) (Godoy and Yung 1995), there is a modification on the line-width shape for the water 
vapor and the oxygen absorption curves.

Figure 2 depicts a general oxygen absorption curve versus the operational frequency in the microwave range.
There are several microwave absorption models currently in use around the world for applications related to remote sensing 

and electromagnetic waves propagation research. One of the most used models is the Microwave Propagation Model (MPM) 
(Liebe and Layton 1987; Liebe et al. 1993). A comprehensive description of this model is found in (Rosenkranz 1998).
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Figure 2. Oxygen absorption coefficient in the microwave range.

In the remote sensing research, the emission and absorption phenomena at microwaves frequency range are the main sources 
of data in order to retrieval atmospheric temperature and humidity profiles.

In Brazil, a microwave ground-based radiometer operating at the water vapor and oxygen lines (22 and 60 GHz bands) has 
been deployed to derive temperature and humidity profiles using a software based on artificial neural networks (provided by the 
radiometer’s manufacturer) (Ware and Vandenberghe 2002; Solheim et al. 1998a), and the results of the measurements has recently 
supported several scientific campaigns over the country (Miacci et al. 2015).

RADIOMETER CALIBRATION

Radiometer calibration is an important task to ensure the system accuracy derived from the sky observations and, consequently, 
in retrieval of atmospheric parameters of interest. From the literature (Skou 1989), a calibration precision about 0.5 K is considered 
a good approach to obtain a minimum error in the sensor measurements.

There are two internal temperature standards involved in the measurements performed by the equipment described herein: 
noise sources (diodes), from which one can obtain the system gain, and a microwave absorber acting like a blackbody at room 
temperature. Thus the four-point noise injection method takes place.

In this method, a calibrated noise level (provided by the noise sources) is added to the observations of the sky and of the 
ambient internal target, to each microwave channel in order to get the required radiometer quasi-real-time self-calibration during 
the observations.

However, the assumption of perfect linearity of the receiver detector response, which is not true even under the square law 
operation, usually requires an absolute cryogenic calibration procedure in order to determine the right accurate values for the 
noise sources.

RADIOMETER MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
The radiometer described herein (MP3000A) performs atmospheric background radiation measurements in the microwave 

range. From those observations one can obtain temperature, water vapor, water liquid and humidity profiles which have been 
used mainly in weather forecast and nowcasting research (Cimini et al. 2015; Nadhulatha et al. 2013).

The profiles are retrieved using computational techniques like artificial neural networks with the advantage of a greater temporal 
sampling. However, there has been constant development in techniques aiming at enhancement of the profiles retrievals (Cimini 
et al. 2011; 2015; Xu et al. 2014; Sánchez et al. 2013; Frank et al. 2010).
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The equipment has two built in microwave receivers, along with an antenna and a positioner system. The first receiver, designed 
for temperature profiling, primarily operates at frequencies ranging from 51 to 59 GHz. The second receiver, designed for water 
vapor and liquid profiling, operates at frequencies ranging from 22 to 30 GHz (Solheim et al. 1998b; Ware et al. 2003).

During its operation, the radiometer enables a calibrated signal through the noise sources, thus an accurate noise level is inserted 
at milliseconds intervals for all observations, providing the measurements of the system gain and the receiver self-calibration.

BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE TRANSFER FUNCTION
In the MP3000A radiometer there are associated parameters with each microwave channel, which are calibrated to provide 

the best accuracy over all the operational conditions. The parameters that require calibration remain stable for many years once 
they are calibrated in the factory over the nominal temperature range and normally require no adjustments.

Although the effective diode noise temperature (Tnd) is very stable, it must be calibrated periodically (once every six months) 
to assure the best accuracy in the measurements (Radiometrics Corporation 2008).

The radiometer employs a calibration algorithm and a procedure to obtain the sky brightness temperatures values (in K) from 
the measured level 0 values (raw data in Volts from the receiver output). This algorithm uses calibration coefficients in order to 
compensate the non-linearity effects of the system.

The transfer function used in this work is basically given by (Eq. 6):

(6)

where: Tsky = sky brightness temperature (K); Vsky = receiver output voltage from the sky observation with the noise diodes 
in off mode (V); Gsky = receiver gain during sky observation (V/K); α = non-linearity correction exponent (dimensionless); 
TRX_sky = receiver noise temperature during sky observation (K).

From the level 0 data plus the calibration parameters and the values directly measured by the radiometer receiver, the brightness 
temperatures from observations can be reached. More details on the transfer function can be found in Radiometrics Corporation 
(2008).

CALIBRATION TARGETS
Applying the background of the radiation theory, one could consider as a blackbody a microwave load with a high return loss 

value (usually greater than 40 dB) since its noise temperature will be close to its physical temperature (Ulaby et al. 1986). Thus, 
a useful procedure for a radiometer calibration is to connect a cooled microwave load (with a well-known temperature) to the 
radiometer terminals.

It is common to cool down the loads at cryogenic temperatures by its submersion in a liquid helium medium (Trembath 
et al. 1968), or in a liquid nitrogen medium (Hardy 1973).

An alternative procedure could be a target, such as a cooled microwave absorber, positioned in front a radiometer antenna. In 
that way, the emission of the target (or brightness temperature) will be close to its physical temperature as well, thus the radiation 
could be detected by the antenna.

Some of the electromagnetic characteristics of targets cooled with liquid nitrogen for cryogenic calibrations and the main 
errors involved can be found in Rose et al. (2005) and Randa et al. (2005).

In the present work, another arrangement was deployed with the cryogenic target positioned over the radiometer antenna 
(Fig. 3), but there are other procedures that could be used, such as the radiometer side-mounted target, used by Löhnert and 
Maier (2012) and by Pospichal et al. (2012).

In Fig. 3, it is observed that the temperature of the calibration standard will be the same of the liquid nitrogen, but other 
parameters must to be considered to perform an accurate receiver calibration.
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The first parameter to be considered is the emissivity of the target ε, and alternatively, its reflection coefficient 1 – ε. Assuming the 
cryogenic target within a liquid nitrogen medium at TC = 77 K, and assuming the emitted radiometer temperature TR = 300 K, 
the measured brightness temperature (TB) will be (Eq. 7):

Figure 3. Basic set-up of the cryogenic target to the radiometer calibration.

And the error (∆) will be given by Eq. 8:

(7)

(8)

(9)

The second parameter is the liquid nitrogen boiling point, which is dependent of the local pressure given by (Eq. 9) (Radiometrics 
Corporation 2008):

where: TLN = liquid nitrogen boiling point (K); P = room barometric pressure (mb).
The third parameter is the hydrostatic load taken from the liquid nitrogen depth inside the cryogenic target (~1.2 mb/cm). 

For example, in operational conditions the real temperature of the target could be increased by values greater than 0.15 K for a 
nitrogen depth of 15 cm or more.

There are still other parameters that must to be taken into account, according to Fig. 3 (Hewison and Gaffard 2003): insertion 
loss of the target insulation (εp); reflection coefficient of air/insulation interface (Γ1), insulation/LN2 interface (Γ2) and absorber/
LN2 interface (Γ3).

For instance, considering the aforementioned effects, it is possible to get an increase of approximately 2.0 to 3.0 K from the 
estimated temperature of the liquid nitrogen, which could invalidate the radiometer calibration (Miacci et al. 2015).

ASSESSMENT OF A RADIOMETER CALIBRATION
An example of a cryogenic calibration of the radiometer is given in order to demonstrate the verification of the noise sources 

and to check both the calibration algorithm (implemented in the radiometer to correct non-linearity effects), and the transfer 
function to derive sky brightness temperature from the receiver detector output voltage. More in-depth information about this 
calibration is available in Miacci et al. (2015).
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The radiometer used in this work (MP3000A by Radiometrics Corporation) is shown in Fig. 4a and the cryogenic target 
without the liquid nitrogen is shown in Fig. 4b.

For the calibration procedure, the target must to be installed over the radiometer (Fig. 5), and after that the automated computer 
routines (provided by the instrument manufacturer) are executed.

During calibration, the control software displays the elapsed time and a calibration data graph of the noise temperature diodes 
(Tnd) for each channel. When calibration is complete the new Tnd values are recorded for all channels.

Figure 4. (a) Radiometer model MP3000A; (b) Target box.

Figure 5. Set-up for the calibration of the microwave radiometer.

The control computer runs an application that measures alternately the emission of the internal ambient target and the external 
target through the variation of the antenna pointing angle inside the radiometer cabinet. Thus the brightness temperatures of 
the targets are recorded for the selected microwave channels and these values must be close to the employed standard targets.

To check the calibration, it is necessary to inspect the curves of Tnd (noise temperature of the diodes). These values should 
be fairly constant in amplitude, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for the K and V bands. Those results indicate that a high confidence 
calibration can be achieved.

Figure 8 illustrates the curves for calibration verification for all channels for the internal ambient target. The curves are well 
arranged over a reference level (~313.5 K) and do not depart far from this average, mainly because there are no interfaces between 
the target and the radiometer antenna.

Figure 9 shows the calibration curves for all channels for the cryogenic target. Due to the reflections and the losses described 
in Radiometer Calibration section, there is a difference between the average in the K-band calibration curves and the V-band 
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Figure 6. Verification test of the noise diodes calibration for the K band channels.

Figure 7. Verification test of the noise diodes calibration for the V band channels.

curves. So these differences must be taken into account in order to assure a good calibration, with the same nominal cryogenic 
target temperature measurements for all the microwave channels.

Other effects, like the calibration temperature modulation associated with standing waves, and liquid nitrogen evaporation, 
are reported for side-mounted cryogenic calibration (Randa et al. 2005).

Figure 8. Brightness temperature of the internal ambient target for all radiometer channels 
(K-Band in black and V-Band in gray).
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Assuming 0.5 K calibration accuracy, integrated water vapor and cloud liquid water path can be obtained with 0.5 kg m–2 and 
20 g m–2 accuracy (Pospichal et al. 2012), the retrieved accuracy for temperature profile is 0.5 K near surface increasing to 1.5 K 
at 5 km, and for humidity profile is not more than 1 g·m–3 at all altitudes (Hewison and Gaffard 2003; WMO 2008; Güldner and 
Spänkuch 2001; Hewison 2007).

For instance, Fig. 10 depicts a generic comparison between radiosonde and radiometer temperature profiles, based on data 
from a campaign in the Brazil’s northeast (CHUVA Science Team 2010), and the root mean square errors.

Figure 9. Brightness temperature of the cryogenic target for all radiometer channels 
 (K-Band in black and V-Band in gray).

Figure 10. Radiometer temperature profiles retrieved as compared to (a) a radiosonde; and (b) RMS difference.

In Fig. 10, the temporal resolution of the radiometer is about 2 min and the rise time of the radiosonde is about 40 min. For 
the presented comparison purposes, an average of multiple radiometer profiles (in an elapsed time of 40 min) is compared to a 
single radiosonde launch at the same period and location.

For the humidity profiles are expected errors of approximately 5 up to 25% depending on the altitude – a greater error at high 
altitudes due to radiometer’s spatial resolution and artificial neural networks technique employed. More information about the 
experiments is found in CHUVA Science Team (2010).

According to Hewison and McGrath (2001), there are still other parameters that could be considered for in the calibration 
if the radiometer operational frequency range is above 60 GHz, like scattering of dielectric components of the calibration target.
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CONCLUSION

This study briefly presented some basic concepts revisited from the literature produced all over the years on the radiometry 
research and some results and analysis of the cryogenic calibration of a microwave ground-based radiometer currently deployed 
in field campaigns over Brazil.

The accuracy of the calibration performed and the results of the profile retrievals compared with radiosondes proves microwave 
radiometry as an alternative technique for atmospheric profiling with the advantage of greater temporal resolution (retrievals 
every ~2 min).

Microwave radiometry is a field where the researchers and the radiometer manufacturers are constantly providing promising 
results for the enhancement of brightness temperature measurements and retrieval of atmospheric profiles, along with other 
calibration techniques that has been applied, such as the tipping curve (Han and Westwater 2000) and even improvements in 
computational techniques.
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